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REPORT MEETING TEACHING FELLOWS FROM

EUROPE, AMSTERDAM 11 HARCH

1989.

Present! Peter Geerlings, Adelheid Gerstenberg, Inger Johansson,
Martien Kooyman, Carlo Kreiner, Osa Loof, Johan Maertens, Elsie
Pettersson en Inneke Prins.
Peter Geerlings, as host and president of this meeting, wasandvery
to
happy to welcome everybody. He suggested to work first
have pleasure afterwards.
1. The minutes of the last meeting in Stockholm were approved.
2. The agenda was drawn up as follows:
1 Examination for fellows.
2 Examination for teaching fellows.
3 Composition of ISNIP.
4 Connection from the Newsletter with the chapters.
5 Next conference in Europe.
6 ISNIP in Europe.
7 Change of the bylaws.
Examination for Fellows:
Adelheid brought a question up concerning the fellows: in germany
one thought that a fellow had to have the examination at the
to the
yearly conference. So they would send four people for this
that
the
concluded
The meeting
conference in New Haven.
and
credentialing for fellow can be done by the national chapter this
that the international credential committee can approve
decision.
The question of oral and written examination was settled at the
is
Detroit conference. We suppose that, once a trainingcan program
advise
to
accepted by the international board, this program

the chapter to accept a fellow.
As it seems only the swedish training program was accepted by the
international board. The meeting decides to bring the
look
trainingprograms on the agenda of our next meeting. We would board
for the minimum standards and advise to the international
to accept those programs that meet this criteria. For this all
trainingprcgrams send their program to the teaching fellows to
prepare next meeting;
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For the teaching fellows it is the international credential
committee, with advice from the european credential committee
(Peter Geerlings, Inger Johansson and Johan Maertens, as
Also the
installed at the Binghampton conference), that decides.
chapter
is an
for
a
new
of
teaching
fellows
credentialing
advice
of
we
would
like
to
have
an
matter,
however
international
european
candidates.
committee
in
case
of
the european
There was also the question to announce in the newsletter when
somebody is prepared to have his or her examination for teaching
fellow. Every body who wants to make some remarks about this
candidature can give the information to the credential committee.

examination for european teaching fellows could be done with
the european credential committee, this examination is preceded
by a file of the two sponsors in wich is clearly shown that the
candidate has had the training in all its aspects. The meeting
suggests that the procedure and not only the requirements could
he published in the newsletter by the credential committee.
The

ISNIP

happy with the report of
that the american association
separate ISNIP and the amercan association.

The ETF

mentioned

were

in wich he
looking how to

Georges
was

look forward to decide on new membershipfees. This decision
should be made, based on the answer to the questions: what is the
function of ISNIP, what are its concrete tasks and what budget is
needed to reach the goals ?
The function of ISNIP was not deeply analysed during the meeting
but the main points where brought up:
- giving the president the occasion for travelling tc Europe
or to US twice a year.
- provide an advance budget for the coference of S 5.000.- research.
- credentialling and training programs.
- newsletter.
We

Newsletter
The

Newsletter

is necesary

for exchanging and reports. Also
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Georges proposal every chapter should have its reporter to bring
in the news of the chapter in the international letter.
We suggest
to remove the calendars from the Newsletter if they
have not an international character and to give more information
about the total situation of NIP in the world.

Conference:
Next conference

will be at the Garda Lake in Italy organised by
Carlo Kreiner. This decision should be fixed before may. The date
will he september 1990, with a short conference in between two
weekends

Isnip in Europe and Changing the bylaws were not treated.
3. Next meeting: 23 and 24 march 1990 Damse Vaart West 10
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OO/32/50/339039, at Johan Maertens
and Magda Baukelands new build therapycenter.
B350 Damme,

:

:

meetings every day from 14.00 to 17.00.
agenda: minutes 11 march 1989, training
programs, program confere

viplemui..
chan Maertens
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